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About Etherus



Etherus: blockchain as a new business model

● Etherus is a blockchain built by experienced Russian developers based on 
Ethereum.

● Etherus has made Ethereum smart contracts convenient to offer it to business 
partners.

● Since 2020, Etherus development team has been providing IT products for 
introducing blockchain technology into the business processes of companies.

● One of the Etherus products is secure distributed file storage technology.



Etherus Distributed Storage: How It Works

Your data is encrypted 
before being uploaded 
into the system. You can 
get access to it only 
with a password

Once encrypted, your 
data is split into pieces. 
Each piece is stored 
separately from each 
other.

Pieces of data are 
distributed across 
storage nodes. Each 
part is stored in multiple 
nodes.

1. DATA IS 
ENCRYPTED

2. DATA IS SPLIT 
INTO PIECES

3. PIECES ARE 
DISTRIBUTED



Customer problems and solutions



The largest cloud storage services 
(Google, Microsoft and others) are 
more and more attacked by 
hackers. Data breaches increase by 
70% every year.

1. Safety



Safety: Etherus solution

With Etherus, hacking or data breaches are impossible because data is 
stored in a distributed encrypted system.

Cloud storage Distributed storage



Safety: Etherus solution

No one can get access to your 
information with a piece of 
encrypted data.

There is no single storage 
location that will make your data 
disappear if it is hacked.
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Safety: Etherus solution

● When you download files from 
cloud storage, they leave traces on 
the device. These traces can be 
used to recover the files. This can 
be done even if the files have been 
deleted.

● Etherus creates a separate image 
inside the computer that leaves no 
traces. As if these files were never 
opened on this computer.

Cloud storage systems
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2. Access to data

When centralized cloud storage 
fails, users cannot access their data.



Access to data: Etherus solution

● When you enter a password, you 
always have instant access to your 
data. The system never fails.

● When you log out or remove the flash 
drive, your data cannot be accessed.

● Hacking a flash drive is not possible, 
as data is encrypted.

● Etherus does not have access to your 
password and therefore to your data.
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Etherus Benefits



Etherus vs Centralized Cloud Storage

● Maximum safety
● No single-point of failure
● Fast access to data
● Resilience to hacker attacks
● Higher privacy
● No censorship



Etherus vs Decentralized Cloud Storage

● The interface is designed for every user, not 
for the programmer;

● You immediately log out of the system when 
removing the flash drive.



Price and installation



Price

$300* / year

Installation fee

5 Gb storage expandable 
up to 10 Gb

Unlimited traffic for making 
changes

* Recommended retail price - $ 500 per year



Etherus installation

You need USB 3.0 flash 
drive with at least 32 GB of 
memory.

You get an access to the 
storage via a flash drive.

The storage will be 
accessible from any 
operating system.

The system is simple inside 
and looks like a regular file 
folder.

1. 2.

3. 4.



FAQ



FAQ

What is the reason for this price? The price includes an installation fee, in the 
future the fee will be lower. The combination of distributed file storage and an 
accessible interface is a unique proposition on the market.

Where will my files be stored? Your files will be spread across the network of over 
than 80 nodes. An encrypted fragments are stored on the each node.

Will Etherus have access to my files? No. When you log in, you set a new 
password that will be available for you only.

If one storage node fails, how do I get my data? Each piece of data is duplicated 
many times, so if one node fails, the system will take a piece of the file from 
another.



Contact us.
Thank you!


